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Adaptive Order Tracking
Technique Using Recursive
Least-Square Algorithm
Order tracking technique is one of the important tools for diagnosis of rotating mac
ery. Conventional methods of order tracking are primarily based on Fourier analysis
reference to shaft speed. Resampling is generally required in the fast Fourier trans
(FFT)-based methods to compromise between time and frequency resolution for va
shaft speeds. Conventional methods suffer from a number of shortcomings. In part
smearing problems arise when closely spaced orders or crossing orders are pre
Conventional methods also are ineffective for the applications involving multiple i
pendent shaft speeds. This paper presents an adaptive order tracking technique ba
the Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) algorithm to overcome the problems encounte
conventional methods. In the proposed method, the problem is treated as the track
frequency-varying bandpass signals. Order amplitudes can be calculated with high
lution by using the proposed method in real-time fashion. The RLS order tracking
nique is applicable whether it is a single-axle or multi-axle system.
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1 Introduction
Rotating machinery represents an important class of mecha

systems. For example, compressors, pumps, fans, motors, ge
tors and engines in factories and vehicles all fall into this categ
Common causes of vibration in rotating machinery are imbalan
misalignment, looseness, bearing fault, gear fault, resonance
so forth @1#. Apart from resonance, these common causes ca
related to the rotating speed of the shaft. Rotor faults may resu
excessive vibration which will in turn produce adverse effects
noise, reliability and performance of machines.

The condition of rotating machine can be monitored by m
suring the noise or vibration signals at certain locations, e.g., b
ing mounts. These signals generally consist of harmonics, mo
which can be related to shaft speed. Among the methods dev
to diagnosis of rotor faults, an order tracking technique that
ploits noise or vibration signals supplemented with information
shaft speed serves as an important tool for diagnosis of rota
machinery. More accurate interpretation of noise and vibrat
signature can be obtained by converting the frequency spectra
the so-called order spectra, with the ‘‘order’’ defined as the f
quency normalized by the shaft speed. An order spectrum g
the amplitude of signal as a function of harmonic order and s
speed~in rpm!. The relationship between order analysis and f
quency analysis is summarized in Table 1. Conventional meth
of order tracking are primarily based on Fourier analysis, wh
narrow-band spectra of the frequency-varying signals are ca
lated by using time-windowing approach@2#. Resampling is gen-
erally required in the Fast Fourier transform~FFT!-based methods
to compromise between time and frequency resolution for vari
shaft speeds. However, conventional FFT methods suffer fro
number of shortcomings. In particular, the smearing problem m
arise in two situations. First, orders can be closely spaced, par
larly at low shaft speed. Second, undesirable beating may o
due to the crossing of speed-dependent orders and constan
quency components resulting from resonance or asynchronou
tation. In addition, conventional methods are ineffective for ap
cations involving multiple independent shaft speeds. For exam
the speed of the crankshaft of an engine and the speed o
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cooling fan are independent. If one calculates the orders base
either speed, the signal related to the other speed would appe
uncorrelated noise and affect the tracking accuracy of the res

In order to avoid the aforementioned problems encountere
the conventional methods, model-based methods have been
posed. A representative example is the Vold-Kalman method@3,4#.
In this method, the order tracking problem is formulated in ter
of state space models. Order amplitudes are calculated off-lin
using a least-squares approach. The method is based on a
sampling rate and generally implemented as a post-proces
scheme.

In this paper, a model-based method is proposed for track
the orders of noise and vibration signal of rotating machine
This technique exploits adaptive filtering based on the Recur
Least-Squares~RLS! algorithm, where the problem is treated a
the tracking of frequency-varying bandpass signals. Similar
conventional methods, the proposed method also requires in
mation of shaft speed measured by a tachometer or an enc
The algorithm is essentially sample-based and thus order am
tudes can be calculated in real-time fashion. In addition, the p
posed technique is applicable either as a single-axle or multi-
system. Unlike conventional methods, the proposed technique
no slew rate limitation provided the shaft speed is accurately
timated. Extensive simulation has been undertaken to compare
proposed technique to the FFT-based methods without and
tracking, and a Least-Squares~LS! block processing method. Th
results indicate that the proposed method is well suited for
tracking of closely spaced orders or crossing orders, without
nificant smearing.

2 Conventional Order Tracking Method
Conventional order analysis is generally based on the follow

Discrete Fourier transform~DFT! @5#:

X~k!5(
n50

N21

x~n!Wn
kn , 0%k%N21, (1)

x~n!5
1

N (
k50

N21

X~k!WN
2kn , 0%n%N21, (2)
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r
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wherex(n), 0%n%N21 are discrete-time samples,X(k), 0%k
%N21 are the DFT ofx(n), andWN5e2 j (2p/N). In practice, the
computation of DFT is efficiently carried out by the FFT alg
rithm @5#. An appropriate sampling rate must be selected to p
cess a nonstationary signal. To avoid leakage, time windows s
as the Hanning window can be applied to the original sequen
Because the window is moving, the method is sometimes ca
the short-time Fourier transform~STFT! @6#:

XSTFT~ej v,m!5 (
n52`

`

x~n!n~n2m!e2 j vn, (3)

where v is the digital frequency and the finite-length windo
n(n) is shifted with the discrete-time variablem.

In this paper, two FFT-based order analysis methods are
sented. The first method is referred to asFFT without tracking.
This method simply employs a fixed sampling rate method wi
out the reference to the shaft speed. The second method is ref
to as FFT with tracking. This method employs a resamplin
scheme synchronous with the shaft speed. Within a revolution,
noise or vibration signal is resampled withN points. The time-
domain data are hence converted to revolution-domain data sh
in Fig. 1. FFT is then applied for obtaining the order spectru
with respect to shaft speed. The requirement of time and
quency resolution of this approach is determined by shaft spe
At low speeds, low sampling rate~above twice the rotation fre-
quency! is sufficient to capture the signal within several cycles.
high speed, on the other hand, a high sampling rate is gene
used to capture the fast varying signal. For a fixed number
samples in FFT calculations, small time resolution gives la
frequency resolution. The trade-off between the time and
quency resolutions is referred to as the Heisenberg’s uncerta
principle @5#.

Table 1 Relation between conventional frequency analysis
and order tracking analysis

Fig. 1 Schematic of the method FFT with tracking
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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3 High Resolution Algorithms of Order Tracking
Technique

3.1 Least-square Block Processing. In this section, an or-
der tracking technique based on LS block processing is in
duced. In general, the vibration signal generated by rotating
chinery is essentially a frequency-modulated bandpass signa@7#
and can be represented as the superposition of sinusoids. Fo
stance, the noise or vibration signalx(t) containingk orders gen-
erated by one rotating shaft can be written as

x~ t !5A1 cos@u~ t !1f1#1A2 cos@2u~ t !1f2#1¯

1Ak cos@ku~ t !1fk#, (4)

whereAk andfk represent the amplitude and phase, respectiv
of the kth order, and the variableu(t) denotes the angular dis
placement of the rotating shaft, as calculated by numerically in
grating the instantaneous angular frequency measured by th
chometer.

u~ t !5E
0

t

v~t!dt5E
0

t

2p f ~t!dt, (5)

wherev(t) represents the instantaneous angular frequency~rad/
sec! of the rotating shaft. By trigonometric identity, Eq.~4! can be
expanded as

x~ t !5A1I cos@u~ t !#2A1Q sin@u~ t !#1A2I cos@2u~ t !#

2A2Q sin@2u~ t !#1¯1Akl cos@ku~ t !#2AkQ sin@ku~ t !#,

(6)

where AkI and AkQ denote the in-phase and quadrature com
nents, respectively, of thekth order. Note that

AkI5Ak cosfk , AkQ5Ak sinfk . (7)

The amplitude and the phase of thekth order can be written as

uAku5AAkI
2 1AkQ

2 , (8)

and

fk5tan21S AkQ

AkI
D . (9)

Equation~6! can be expressed as

x~ t !5@cos@u~ t !#2sin@u~ t !#cos@2u~ t !#

2sin@2u~ t !#¯cos@ku~ t !#2sin@ku~ t !##3
A1I

A1Q

A2I

A2Q

]

AkI

AkQ

4 (10)

Discretization of Eq.~10! leads to

x~n!5@cos@u~n!#2sin@u~n!#cos@2u~n!#

2sin@2u~n!#¯cos@ku~n!#2sin@ku~n!##3
A1I

AIQ

A2I

A2Q

]

AkI

AkQ

4
(11)

wheren is the discrete-time index.
To solve Eq.~11!, we collect 2k samples ofx(n) to form
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 503
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F x~n!

x~n11!

]

x~n12k22!

x~n12k21!

G5F cos@u~n!# 2sin@u~n!# ¯ cos@ku~n!# 2sin@ku~n!#

cos@u~n11!# 2sin@u~n11!# ¯ cos@ku~n11!# 2sin@ku~n11!#

] ] ¯ ] ]

cos@u~n12k22!# 2sin@u~n12k22!# ¯ cos@ku~n12k22!# 2sin@ku~n12k22!#

cos@u~n12k21!# 2sin@u~n12k21!# ¯ cos@ku~n12k21!# 2sin@ku~n12k21!#

G F A1I

A1Q

]

AkI

AkQ

G
(12)
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Here we assume that the 2k amplitude parametersAI and AQ
remain constant within the interval@n,n12k21#. Equation~12!
can be written in the following matrix form

x5Ua, (13)

wherex is 2k31 vector consisting of 2k signal samples, andU is
2k32k matrix consisting of angular displacements of the rotat
shaft. The 2k31 vectora in Eq. ~13! involves parameters for the
identification of the amplitudes ofk orders. From Eq.~13!, the
amplitudes can be solved by inverting the matrixU

a5U21x. (14)

By using Eq.~8!, the amplitudes of thek orders in the interval
@n,n12k21# can be calculated. In practice, pseudoinversion
the matrixU may have to be used for high sampling rate case
which the matrixU is nearly singular.

For multiple-axle applications, the aforementioned LS blo
processing algorithm can be easily extended. For instance,
noise or vibration signalx(t) containingk orders generated by
two-shaft system is written as

x~ t !5A1 cos@u~ t !1f1#1A2 cos@2u~ t !1f2#

1¯1Ak cos@ku~ t !2fk#1A18 cos@u8~ t !1f18#

1A28 cos@2u8~ t !1f28#1¯1AI8 cos@ lu8~ t !1f l8#,

(15)
,

04 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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whereAk andAk8 represent the amplitudes of thekth order of each
axle,fk andfk8 represent the phases of thekth order of each axle.
The variableu(t) andu8(t) denote the angular displacements
each axle. The angular displacements are computed by the fol
ing integrals

u~ t !5E
0

t

v~t!dt5E
0

t

2p f ~t!dt (16)

and

u8~ t !5E
0

t

v8~t!dt5E
0

t

2p f 8~t!dt, (17)

where v(t) and v8(t) represent the instantaneous angular f
quencies~rad/sec! of these two ‘‘independent’’ shafts, respec
tively. Similarly, the amplitude of thek orders of each shaft can b
solved as

a5U21x, (18)

where xT5@x~n!x~n11!¯x~n14k22!x~n14k21!#
(19)

is a 4k31 matrix containing 4k samples. The matrix

U5@U1U2# (20)

is a 4k34k matrix containing angular displacements of bo
shafts, where
U15F cos@u~n!# 2sin@u~n!# ¯ cos@u~n!# 2sin@u~n!#

cos@u~n11!# 2sin@u~n11!# ¯ cos@u~n11!# 2sin@u~n11!#

] ] ¯ ] ]

cos@ku~n14k22!# 2sin@ku~n14k22!# ¯ cos@ku~n14k22!# 2sin@ku~n14k22!#

cos@ku~n14k21!# 2sin@ku~n14k21!# ¯ cos@ku~n14k21!# 2sin@ku~n14k21!#

G
and

U25F cos@u8~n!# 2sin@u8~n!# ¯ cos@u8~n!# 2sin@u8~n!#

cos@u8~n11!# 2sin@u8~n11!# ¯ cos@u8~n11!# 2sin@u8~n11!#

] ] ¯ ] ]

cos@ku8~n14k22!# 2sin@ku8~n14k22!# ¯ cos@ku8~n14k22!# 2sin@ku8~n14k22!#

cos@ku8~n14k21!# 2sin@ku8~n14k21!# ¯ cos@ku8~n14k21!# 2sin@ku8~n14k21!#

G .
d in
RLS
ck
the
e
er-
The 4k31 vector

aT5@A1I A1Q ¯ AkI AkQ A1I8 A1Q8 ¯ AkI8 AkQ8 # (21)

consists of amplitudes of thek orders to be identified.

3.2 RLS Order Tacking Algorithm. Although the afore-
mentioned LS block processing algorithm is straightforward
suffers from two problems. Not only must it be implemented o
line because of its batch-processing nature but also it is sus
it
ff-
cep-

tible to noise. Thus, it is only regarded as a benchmark metho
this paper. In this section, an adaptive approach based on
filtering, which essentially avoids the problem of the LS blo
processing, is presented. In light of the special structure of
signal described in Eq.~6!, the order tracking problem can b
recast into a parameter identification problem. The estimation
ror of the model is written as

e~n!5x~n!2wT~n!u~n!, (22)
Transactions of the ASME
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wheren is the discrete-time index,

uT~n!5@cos@u~n!#2sin@u~n!#cos@2u~n!#

2sin@2u~n!#¯cos@ku~n!#2sin@ku~n!## (23)

is the regressor,

wT~n!5@A1I~n!A1Q~n!A2I~n!A2Q~n!¯AnI~n!AkQ~n!#
(24)

is the parameter vector, andx(n) is the measurement. The vecto
u(n) consists of angular displacements of the shaft, while
vectorw(n) consists of the in-phase and quadrature compon
of all orders to be identified.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the RLS algorithm
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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The parameter identification problem in Eq.~22! can be solved
by the method of least squares. The problem amounts to find
optimal parametersŵ(n) such that the following performance in
dex z(n) is minimized

z~n!5(
i 51

n

ln2 i ue~ i !u2, (25)

where the forgetting factorl weighs exponentially the estimatio
error from the present to the past. The optimal solution to prob
can be recursively solved by using the following RLS algorith
@8#.

k~n!5
l21P~n21!u~n!

11l21uH~n!P~n21!u~n!
, (26)

a~n!5x~n!2ŵH~n21!u~n!, (27)

ŵ~n!5ŵ~n21!1k~n!a* ~n!, (28)

P~n!5l21P~n21!2l21k~n!uH~n!P~n21!. (29)
Fig. 3 Contour plots obtained using the order tracking methods for the slew rate 20 Hz Õsec: „a… FFT without tracking ; „b… FFT
with tracking; „c… LS block processing; „d… RLS algorithm.
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 505
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Table 2 Summary of the parameters in simulation cases
506 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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In this procedure, the matrixP(n) is the inverse of auto-
correlation matrix of input vectoru, a(n) is thea priori estima-
tion error, andk(n) is the gain vector. To initialize the RLS algo
rithm, the initial conditions are generally taken to be:ŵ(0)
50M31 ~M is the number of parameters!, P(0)5d21I ~I is a M
3M identity matrix!, andd is a small positive constant. Figure
shows the block diagram of RLS algorithm.

There are two possible extensions to the RLS order track
technique. First, the method can be easily extended to multi-
applications involving more than one independent fundame
frequency. This situation often arises in many practical appli
tions, e.g., belt slippage or cooling fan. Second, constant
quency components can be incorporated to the formulation of
rameter identification. This constant frequency compon
represents the effects due to resonance or an asynchronous
that is constantly present, e.g., electrical noise present in a si
from a machine whose speed is not at grid frequency. For exam
of a two-axle system with one constant frequency componen
f R , Eq. ~4! should be modified into
Fig. 4 Contour plots obtained using the order tracking methods for the slew rate 100 Hz Õsec: „a… FFT without tracking; „b… FFT
with tracking; „c… LS block processing; „d… RLS algorithm.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Contour plots obtained using the order tracking methods for testing the effect of constant frequency component: „a… FFT
without tracking; „b… FFT with tracking; „c… LS block processing; „d… RLS algorithm.
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x~ t !5A1 cos@u~ t !1f1#1A2 cos@2u~ t !1f2#

1¯1Ak cos@ku~ t !1fk#1A18 cos@u8~ t !1f18#

1A28 cos@2u8~ t !1f28#1¯1Am8 cos@mu8~ t !1fm8 #

1AR cos~2p f Rt1fR!, (30)

whereu(t) andu8(t) denote angular displacements of axle 1 a
axle 2, respectively,f’s are the corresponding phases,Ai andAi8
represent the amplitudes of axle 1 and axle 2, respectively,k and
m are number of orders, and theAR and f R denote the amplitude
and frequency of a constant frequency component, respective
is noted that, in applying this method, the shaft speed of each
must be available. In addition, prior information of the number
order and the constant frequency component is also requ
Technically, this can be obtained by a preliminary scan using
conventional order tracking methods. If this can be done, the
posed technique should provide results with improved accur
On the other hand, performance of the presented method wi
affected if the number of order and the constant frequency
inaccurately estimated. The effects of the error in estimating th
parameters will be explored in the following section.
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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4 Numerical Simulations and Discussions
Numerical simulations are carried out for the verification of t

RLS order tracking algorithm.

4.1 Case 1: Run-up Test. This case simulates a run-up te
of a single-axle system with constant slew ratef slew. The mea-
surement data involve three orders. The slew rates are assum
be 20 Hz/sec and 100 Hz/sec, respectively. The measurement
is expressed as

x~ t !520 sin@u~ t !1f1#115 sin@2u~ t !1f2#15 sin@3u~ t !1f3#,
(31)

where the angular displacementu(t) is computed by the following
integral

u~ t !5E
0

t

2p~ f slewt!dt5p f slewt
2. (32)

In the test, 5120 samples ofx(n) are generated, with samplin
frequency 2048 Hz. Figure 3~a! shows the contour plot obtaine
using the FFT method without tracking for the slew rate 20 H
sec. The window length is chosen to be 512 samples with a 7
overlap. Smearing effect arises in the region of low shaft spe
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 507
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Fig. 6 Estimation of amplitudes using order tracking methods for testing the effect of constant frequency component: „a…
Amplitude of order 1; „b… amplitude of order 2; „c… amplitude of order 3; „d… amplitude of constant frequency component.
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Figure 3~b! shows the contour plots obtained using the F
method with tracking for the slew rate 20 Hz/sec. Within ea
revolution, the measurement signal is resampled into 26 sam
The window length is chosen to be 10 revolutions, which amou
to 260 revolution-domain samples in a record. The overlapp
percentage between windows is 90% in terms of revolutions.
parameters such as the order numberN̂order and the forgetting
factor l are summarized in Table 2. Figures 3~c!–~d! display the
contour plots obtained by using the LS block processing and
RLS algorithm for the slew rate 20 Hz/sec, respectively. In F
3~d!, a clear result begins to emerge above 500 rpm because o
transient learning nature of the RLS algorithm. For a much hig
slew rate 100 Hz/sec, the contour plots obtained using four m
ods are shown in Fig. 4. From the results, the model-based m
ods show their ability in resolving close orders.

4.2 Case 2: Constant Frequency Component. In this case,
the ability of the proposed methods in resolving crossing ord
between speed-related orders and a constant frequency comp
is examined. The measurement signal is generated by a sin
axle system with a constant frequency component at 150 Hz:
508 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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x~ t !550 sin@u~ t !1f1#140 sin@2u~ t !1f2#130 sin@3u~ t !1f3#

130 sin~2p150t !. (33)

Figures 5~a! and ~b! show the contour plots obtained using th
method FFT without and with tracking, respectively. Smearing
crossing orders can be observed in both plots. Figures 5~c! and~d!
show the contour plots obtained using LS block processing
RLS algorithm, respectively. It is seen that smearing problem
been eliminated by the model-based methods. In these con
plots, the constant frequency component appears as a hype
described by

cn560f , (34)

wherec denotes the shaft speed~in rpm!, n is the order number,
and f is the frequency~in Hz!.

Figure 6 shows the amplitude estimation versus rpm obtai
using four order tracking methods. The result of RLS algorith
converges to the assumed value beyond 3500 rpm.
Transactions of the ASME
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4.3 Case 3: Noise Effect. In practical applications, mea
surement noise always exists in data acquisition. In this sub
tion, the effect of measurement noise is examined. The test si
is given by

x~ t !550 sin@u~ t !1f1#140 sin@2u~ t !1f2#130 sin@3u~ t !1f3#

1n~ t !. (35)

The measurement noisen(t) is a zero-mean white noise proce
with unity variance.

Figure 7 shows the amplitude estimation of order 1 by th
order tracking methods. The result of the FFT method is so
what biased due to leakage problem. The LS block proces
method is extremely susceptible to measurement noise so tha
result diverges completely. However, the result obtained using
RLS algorithm converges satisfactorily to the assumed values
gardless of the measurement noise.

4.4 Case 4: Order Estimation Error. The methods, LS
block processing and RLS algorithm, are essentially model-ba
methods which requires the knowledge of order number,N̂order.
This parameter is generally selected to be slightly larger than
actual order number, i.e.,

N̂order>Norder, (36)

In practice, conventional FFT methods can be employed to ge
idea of how many orders may be present in the measuremen
this subsection, the estimation error of order number is inve
gated. The order numberN̂order is assumed to be over-estimate
and under-estimated, respectively, as shown in Table 2. The r
of over-estimated case is presented in Fig. 8. RLS algorithm c
verges to the assumed values after 4000 rpm. The amplitude
the ‘‘over-estimated’’ orders obtained using the model-ba
methods approach zero. Figure 9 shows the amplitude estima
of order 1 in the ‘‘under-estimated’’ case. The RLS meth
reaches the steady state, whereas the method LS block proce
is found to be extremely susceptible to estimation error of or
number and diverges completely. It is also remarked that the e
in estimating the constant frequency component has a simila
fect to the case of order number error. Both types of error resu
incorrect model structure. The missed term in the model wo
behave like noise in adaptive estimation if it is omitted or in err

4.5 Case 5: Multi-axle System. In this subsection, the abil
ity of the proposed method in handling signal measured from

Fig. 7 Estimation of the amplitude of order 1 using the order
tracking methods for testing the effect of noise
Journal of Vibration and Acoustics
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Fig. 9 Estimation of the amplitude of order 1 using the order
tracking methods when the order number is under-estimated

Fig. 8 Contour plots obtained using the model-based meth-
ods when the order number is over-estimated: „a… LS block pro-
cessing; „b… RLS algorithm.
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multi-axle system is examined. A complex case involving tim
varying amplitudes, two axles, a constant frequency componen
150 Hz is investigated

x~ t !520t sin@u~ t !1f1#116t sin@2u~ t !1f2#112t sin@3u~ t !

1f3#120t sin@u8~ t !1f18#116t sin@2u8~ t !1f28#

130 sin~2p150t !. (37)

Two shafts are rotating at independent frequencies accordin
f (t)560t and f 8(t)533t, respectively, which amounts to the fac
the shaft speeds associated with the five terms of Eq.~37! are not
constant but proportional to time. The variablesu(t) andu8(t) are
angular displacements. The variablesfk and fk8 represent the
phase of thekth order of two shafts, respectively.

Figure 10~a! displays the contour plot obtained using th
method FFT without tracking. Serious smearing prevents o

Fig. 10 Contour plots obtained using the FFT-based methods
for tracking the orders of a two-axle system. The measurement
signal involves time-varying amplitudes and one constant fre-
quency component at 150 Hz: „a… FFT without tracking; „b… FFT
with tracking.
510 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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from resolving two very close orders, i.e., the 1st order of axle
and the 2nd order of axle 2. Figure 10~b! shows the result of the
method FFT with tracking, using the tacho signal of the 1st axle
the reference. Three orders of axle 1 are clearly seen in the p
while the orders of axle 2 are barely recognizable.

Figure 11 shows the contour plots obtained using the RLS
gorithm. The hyperbola in the figure represents the constant
quency component. The orders of each axle are clearly recogn
with the smearing problem completely eliminated.

Figure 12 shows the amplitudes versus rpm of order 1 of axl
and order 1 of axle 2, respectively. Fluctuations are found in
results of FFT with tracking because only the tacho signal of a
1 is used as the reference and the signal from axle 2 behaves
noise. The LS block processing is totally ineffective and diverg
in this case. In contrast, the RLS algorithm remains effective
tracking the orders, even if close and crossing time-varying ord
are present in the multi-axle system.

5 Conclusions
A model-based order tracking method based on the RLS a

rithm has been presented to overcome the shortcomings of

Fig. 11 Contour plots obtained using the RLS algorithm for
tracking the orders of a two-axle system. The measurement
signal involves time-varying amplitudes and one constant fre-
quency component at 150 Hz: „a… Result of axle 1; „b… result of
axle 2.
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ventional methods. This method has been verified through sim
lations. The RLS algorithm proves to be capable of resolvin
close and crossing orders, without significant slew rate limitatio
This technique is effective in tracking the orders due to indepe
dent axles. Table 3 summarizes the properties of the conventio
method with the method presented in this paper.

As pointed out by the reviewer, the success of the method d
pends on a reasonable estimate of the number of orders prese
the data. A pre-scanning by the FFT method may be required
obtain a preliminary idea of the number of orders. This may a
pear to be a serious limitation of the proposed method. Howev
this is also the common problem of all model-based methods

Fig. 12 Estimation of the amplitudes using order tracking
methods for tracking the orders of a two-axle system. The mea-
surement signal involves time-varying amplitudes and one
constant frequency component at 150 Hz: „a… Amplitude of or-
der 1 of axle 1; „b… amplitude of order 1 of axle 2.
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which a model structure must be established before impleme
tion. The same situation occurs to other signal processing ap
cations such as high-resolution spectral analysis and array s
processing. For these applications, estimates of the model s
ture should be obtained, based on the FFT scan or enginee
judgment for certain classes of problems. For instance, if o
imbalance and alignment are anticipated for a rotor system, t
one would guess the order to be at least two. Nevertheless,
point is still worth exploring in a future study. As another limita
tion of the proposed method, like other adaptive filtering tec
niques, initial transients inevitably arise during the learning p
cess of the RLS algorithm. The larger the forgetting factor,
longer are the transients. To cope with this problem, the auth
suggestion is to either dwell at a constant low speed until it set
and then increase the speed, or run another coast down test
future work will also be focused on comparison with oth
adaptive filtering methods, e.g., Kalman filter and experimen
verification.
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